Other Works/ Figural Studies created Fall 2008/Spring 2009

Figure 35, seated figure ceramic

Figure 36, practice cast in plaster

Figure 37, Dylan’s face cast in plaster and clay
**Figure 38**, female torsos including models for *Venus* and fired body cast for *Odalisque*

**Figure 39**, ceramic body cast, female butt  
**Figure 40**, ceramic body cast, male chest
Figure 41, male face in alabaster

Figure 42, Self-Portraits cast in clay

Figure 43, Self-Portraits cast in non-firing clay
Figure 44, ceramic model for Victim

Figure 45, Rape (Ode to Magritte)

Figure 46, Rape (Ode to Magritte), cast in aluminum
Figure 47, ceramic model for Eve

Figure 47, female face in alabaster, unfinished
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